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Abstract 
In this paper, we consider upper bound graphs and double bound graphs of posets. We obtain 
a characterization of upper bound graphs whose complements are also upper bound graphs as 
follows: for a connected graph G, both G and G are upper bound graphs if and only if G is a 
split graph with V(G)= K + S, where K is a clique and S is an independent set, satisfying one 
of the following conditions: 
(1) there exists a vertex in K with no neighbour in S, or 
(2) for each edge e=uv in K, there exists a vertex wES such that u, vEN(w), and for each 
pair of vertices x, yES, there exists a vertex vEK such that neither x nor y is adjacent o v. 
We also obtain some properties of double bound graphs of height one posets. 
I. Introduction 
In this paper, we consider finite undirected simple graphs. For a vertex v in G, the 
neighbourhood of v is the set of vertices which are adjacent o v, and is denoted 
by N6(v). Note No[v] = No(v)U {v}. For a poset P = (X, <), the upper bound graph 
(UB-graph) of P is the graph U=(X,E~)  where uvEEu if and only if u¢v  and 
there exists m EX such that u, v ~< m. We say that a graph G is a UB-graph if there 
exists a poset whose upper bound graph is isomorphic to G. The double bound 9raph 
(DB-graph) of  P=(X,  <)  is the graph D=(X,  Eo) where uvEED if and only if up  v 
and there exist m, nEX such that n <~u,v<~m. These concepts were introduced by 
McMorris and Zaslavsky [4]. A characterization of upper bound graphs can be found 
in [4] as follows: A clique in the graph G is the vertex set of a maximal complete 
subgraph, and a family c¢ of  complete subgraphs ed9 e covers G if and only if for each 
edge uvEE(G), there exists CEc¢ such that u, vEC. 
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Theorem 1 (McMorris and Zaslavsky [4]). A graph G is a UB-graph if and only if 
there exists a family (f = {Cl,.. . ,  Cn} of complete subgraphs of G such that 
(i) c~ edge covers G, and 
(ii) for each Ci, there is a vertex v iEC i -  (Uj#i cj). 
Furthermore, such a family ~ must consist of cliques of G and is the only such 
family if G has no isolated vertices. 
For an edge clique cover cg = {C1, C2 ....  , Cn} satisfying the conditions of Theorem 1, 
a representation vertex set R(~) on c~ is a vertex subset {vl,v2 . . . . .  v,} such that 
v iEC i - (U j4 i  cj.) for each i=  1 . . . . .  n. A vertex v is called a simplicial vertex if N(v) 
is a complete subgraph. The vertex vi ER(~) is a simplicial vertex and a vertex subset 
R(c~) is an independent set. 
2. Upper bound graphs 
According to Theorem 1, if a UB-graph has a block isomorphic to/(2, such block 
has a degree one vertex, which is a simplicial vertex. If  a UB-graph has a block 
isomorphic to K3, then such block has a degree 2 vertex, i.e. a non-cut vertex and also 
a simplicial vertex. We have some examples of families of UB-graphs. 
Example 2. (1) Each clique of a triangle-free graph is K2. So Kl,n is the only family 
of connected triangle-free UB-graphs. 
(2) A graph G is a triangle clutter if each block of G is K3. So a triangle clutter G 
is a UB-graph if and only if each block of G has a non-cut vertex, that is, a degree 2 
vertex. 
In view of the independence property of vertices of a representation vertex set R(Cg) 
we find another class of UB-graphs. A graph G is defined to be split, denoted G = 
S ÷ K if there is a partition V(G)=SUK of its vertex set into an independent set 
S and a set K which in G spans a complete graph. There is no condition on edges 
between S and K. Every vertex v E S is simplicial and many split graphs satisfy the 
conditions of Theorem 1. For example, a split graph G = S ÷ K is a UB-graph if K 
has a simplicial vertex, and Kl,n are also split UB-graphs. Golumbic [3] deals with a 
characterization f split graphs, and he observes that obviously the complement of a 
split graph is also a split graph. Furthermore, we know that Kl,n are split triangle-free 
UB-graphs and the complements of Kl,n are also split UB-graphs. These observations 
lead us to consider UB-graphs whose complements are also UB-graphs. 
For a UB-graph G and vertices u, v, uv fIE(G) means that {u, v} is an antichain of a 
corresponding poset of G. We note that properties of a complement of a UB-graph G 
relates to orderings of each antichain of a corresponding poset for G. Namely if G is 
also a UB-graph, then for each antichain whose elements have no common upper bound 
in a corresponding poset of G, there exist upper bound elements of this antichain's 
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elements in a poset on G. The set of  maximal elements of  a corresponding poset of  
G is such an antichain. And we also note that maximal elements of  a corresponding 
poset are simplicial vertices on G. These facts imply the following results. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph. Then both G and its complement, G are 
UB-graphs if and only if G -- K + S is a split graph, where K is a clique and S is an 
independent set, satisfying one of the following conditions: 
(1) there exists a simplicial vertex belonging to K, or 
(2)for each edge e=uv in K, there exists a vertex wES such that {u,v} C Nc(w), 
and for each pair of vertices x, yES, there exists a vertex vEK such that neither x 
nor y is adjacent o v. 
Proof. Let G-----K + S be a split graph, which satisfies condition (1). Let v be a 
simplicial vertex of  K, K= {kl,k2 . . . . .  k,,v} and S= {s~,s2 . . . . .  sin}. We may assume 
that v is joined to no vertex in S, because, being simplicial, v can at most be adjacent o 
one vertex sv of S, and then sv must be adjacent o each vertex of  K, so we can re-define 
S' =S-sv,  K' =KU {sv}. Then G is a UB-graph since {NG[Si]; i=  1 .... ,m} U {K} is a 
family of complete subgraphs of G satisfying the conditions of  Theorem 1. And G is an 
UB-graph since {N~[ki]; i = 1 . . . . .  n} U {S~} is also a family of complete subgraphs of 
G satisfying the conditions of  Theorem 1, where S~ = S tO {v}. Next we consider the case 
that G satisfies condition (2). Similarly let K = {kl,k2 . . . .  ,k,} and S = {sl,sz .. . . .  sin}. 
Then {N~[si]; i = 1 . . . . .  m} is a family of complete subgraphs of G satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem 1. And {N6[ki]; i= 1 .... ,n) is also a family of complete 
subgraphs of G satisfying the conditions of  Theorem 1. Therefore both G and G are 
UB-graphs. 
Conversely let G and G be UB-graphs. According to Theorem 1, there exists a family 
= {Cl, C2 . . . . .  Cm} of cliques which is an edge cover of  G and has a representation 
set R(cg) -- {si; i -- 1 . . . . .  m} on q¢. Since G is connected and R(Cg) is a clique on G, 
we have the following two cases according to whether a simplicial vertex of R(Cg) 
exists or not in G. 
Case 1: R(Cg) has a simplicial vertex v in G. All vertices belonging to V(G) -R(~)  
are adjacent to v in G and N6[v] = (V(G) - R(Cg)) U {v} is a clique in G. So G is a split 
graph with G =K+S,  where K = (V(G) - R(Cg)) U {v} is a clique and S = R(Cg) - {v} 
is an independent set, and v is a simplicial vertex belonging to K. Thus Theorem 3(1) 
holds. 
Case 2: R(Cg) has no simplicial vertices in G. Denote V(G)-R(~g)= {kl , . . . ,k ,} 
and we assume that there exists an edge kikj in G. Then we observe the following two 
obvious properties: 
Claim. (1) For any s in R(~g), sEN6(ki)UN~(kj). 
(2) There exists s r in R(Cg) such that s' E NG(ki) and s" E R(~) such that s" E Nc(kj), 
i.e. for any edge kikj in E(G), (ki,kj} C V(G) -  R(c£), there exists a vertex sER(Cg) 
adjacent o ki in G and to kj in G. 
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For any edge uv of G -R(Cg), there exist vertices of R(Cg) adjacent in G to one 
but not the other by the Claim. So neither u nor v are simplicial. Since R(C¢) has 
no simplicial vertex, the simplicial vertex s representing a clique in the cover of G 
containing u and v is in V(G) -  R(Cg). Then by similar argument on s and u, s is not 
simplicial, which is contradiction. Thus G-  R(~) contains no edge. 
Therefore V(G) -  R(C~)- - {kl,...,km} is an independent set in G and a complete 
subgraph in G. Since R(Cg) has no simplicial vertices in G, V(G)-  R(¢K) is maximal, 
that is, a clique. So both G and G are split graphs with G =K+S,  where K = V(G)-  
R(Cg) is an independent set in G and a clique in G, and S = R(c£) is a clique in G and 
an independent set in G. 
Since R(~) = {si; i = 1 .... , m} has no simplicial vertices in G and G is a split UB- 
graph, for each pair of vertices si, sjER(Cg), there exists a vertex kEV(G) -  R(Cg) 
such that si, sjEN~,(k). Since cg is an edge clique cover of G and V(G) -R(Cg) is 
a clique of G, there exists a vertex sER(¢g) such that ki, kjEN6(s) for each pair 
ki, kjE V(G) - R(Cg). Thus (2) of Theorem 3 holds. [] 
3. Double bound graphs 
Next we consider double bound graphs. A characterization f double bound graphs 
can be found in [1] as follows: For a graph G with M and N disjoint independent 
subsets of V(G), and vE V(G) -  (MUN) ,  define the sets U(v)={xEM; xvEE(G)}, 
L(v) = {yEN; yvEE(G)} and let u(v) = ]U(v)l, l(v) = [L(v)l. 
Theorem 4 (Diny [1]). A graph G is a DB-graph if and only if there exists a family 
cg = { C~ .... , C, } of cliques of G and disjoint, independent subsets M and N of vertices 
in G such that 
(i) cg edge covers G, 
(ii) for each Ci, there exist xi EM and Yi EN such that {xi, Yi} C_ Ci and {xi, yi} ~ Cj 
for all j ~ i, and 
(iii) for each vE V(G) -  (MUN), u(v)× l(v) equals the number of cliques of cg 
containing v. 
Furthermore, the family cg must consist of the unique, minimal edge covering family 
of cliques in G. 
According to Theorem 4, we find examples of families of DB-graphs. 
Example 5. (1) The vertex set of a bipartite graph can be split into two independent 
sets. So every bipartite graph is a DB-graph. 
(2) Since the maximum size of independent sets of odd cycles Z2n+~ (n 1> 2) is n, 
there exists a clique of Z2n+l which has no vertices in two independent sets as required 
in Theorem 4. So no odd cycle Z2n+l (n ~> 2) is a DB-graph. 
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(3) Note that a triangle-free graph has no cliques whose size is greater than 2; so 
we obtain from (1) and (2) that a triangle-free graph G is a DB-graph if and only if 
G is a bipartite graph. 
(4) By Example 2(1), every triangle-free connected UB-graph is Kl,~. So a triangle- 
free connected graph G is a UB-graph and a DB-graph if and only if G is K~,,. 
Theorem 6. Every graph is an induced subgraph of  a DB-graph. 
Proof. For a graph G, rg = {C1 .. . . .  Cn} is an edge clique cover of G. We can construct 
a graph H from G as follows: 
(1) Adjoining new vertices ~i,/~i and edges otifli,~tiv,~iv for every vertex vECi, for 
all i = 1 . . . . .  n. 
(2) For all Ci, Cj such that Ci A Cj # ~, adding edges ~iflj, otjfli. 
Then Ci* i = Ci U { oti, ~i } are cliques for all i. And if Ci fq Cj # 0, then Ci* j = ( Ci ~ Cj ) 
tA {cti,/~j} and CTi = (Ci N Cj) tA {0%/~i} are also cliques. The family of these cliques 
X = {Ci*j} is an edge clique cover of H satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4 with 
disjoint independent subsets M = {~; i=  1 . . . . .  n} and N = {/~i; i-- 1 . . . . .  n}. Thus H 
is a DB-graph and G is an induced subgraph of H. [] 
Theorem 6 means that DB-graphs cannot be characterized in term of forbidden sub- 
graphs. As for the present we study structures on DB-graphs by considering a special 
family, that is, DB-graphs whose complements are also DB-graphs. We know that there 
exist two types of DB-graphs, that is, DB-graphs of height one posets and the others. 
DB-graphs of height one posets are bipartite graphs. So first we deal with bipartite DB- 
graphs. For a graph G, Em, n denotes an edge subset of E(G) whose induced subgraph 
(Em,~)e is isomorphic to a complete subgraph Km, n. Km,n-Ek, l (n >~ k >1 1, m >~ 1 >~ 1) is 
a connected bipartite graph whose edge set is E(Km,~)-  Ek, t. And Km, n -Ek ,  t -E r ,  s 
(n >/k >/1, m >t l >~ 1, n/> r >~ 1, m >/s >~ 1) is a connected bipartite graph such that 
its edge set is E(Km,~) - E~,l - Er, s and V((Ek, I)E) f3 V((Er, s)e) = 0. 
Theorem 7. For a connected bipartite graph G with at least two vertices, G is a 
DB-graph if and only if G is one of  the following graphs: (1) Kn,m, (2) Kn, m - Ek, t, 
(3) Kn, m - Ek, t - Er, s. 
Proof. The complements of the graphs (1),...,(3) are obviously DB-graphs. Conversely 
let G be a connected bipartite graph such that G is a DB-graph, VI and V2 be partite 
sets of G. If Iv~l = 1 or Iv21 = 1, G is isomorphic to Kl,n, because G is connected. 
So we assume that I Vi I ~> 2 and I V21 ~> 2. Since Vl and V2 are maximal complete sub- 
graphs of G and G = Vl + V2, we find that for the two independent sets M and N 
in G satisfying the conditions of Theorem 4, the cardinality of both M and N is at 
most 2. If IM[ = IN1 = 1, then G would be complete, and so, provided it has at least 
one vertex, G would not be connected. If IMI = 2 and IN] = 1, or vice versa, it can 
easily be shown that G is either Km,, or K•,, -Ek, l. Remaining case is M= {~J,~2} 
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and N= {fll,fl2}, where ~J,fll E Vl and (X2, f12 E V2. By Theorem 4, every clique in 
contains one of the following sets: {al,fll}, {~2,fl2}, {~l,fl2}, or {~2,fll}. And for 
uE V1 --{cq,~l} and vEV2- {~2,fl2}, Theorem 4 implies that there exist no edge 
uvEE(G) if uq!N~(~2)UN~(fl2) or vCN~(~q)UN6(fll). 
If there exists a vertex vE 172 such that vEN6(~l)fqNg(fl~), then v is adjacent to all 
vertices of V1 in E(G). Thus v is an isolated vertex in G, which contradicts the fact G 
is connected. So there exists no vertex vE V2 such that vEN~(~ )NN~(fll). Similarly 
there exists no vertex uE Vl such that uEN~(~2)fqN~(fl2). 
Case 1: Assume there exist no edges 0~lfl 2 and ~2/~1 in E(G). G has only two cliques, 
that is, V1 and V2. So there exists no edge uvEE(G) such that uE Vl and vE V2, hence 
G is isomorphic to K I v,i 'Iv21. 
Case 2: Assume there exist precisely one of the edges ~1fl2, ~2fll in E(G). We con- 
sider the case ~1/~2 EE(G). If there exist vertices uE Vl and vE Vz such that u/32 EE(G') 
and ~lvEE(G), then uvEE(G). Because if uvq~E(G), there would in the family of 
Theorem 4 exist at least two cliques which contain {~l,f12}. So G is isomorphic to 
K I v, l, I~l - EIN6(~, )l, INg(/~:)l" 
Case 3: Assume there exist both edges ~1fl2 and ~2]~ in E(G). As in the case 2, 
if there exist vertices uE V~ and vE//2 such that uENff(/~2) and vEN6(~), then uvE 
E(G), and if there exist vertices wE VI and xE V~ such that wEN~(~2) and xENo(//I), 
then wxEE(G). So G is isomorphic to KIv, l, lV.,I- EINg(~,)I, INg(I~)[- EIN6(I~,)I,[Nff(~z)I, 
and V(<EINg(~ ,)1, lug(&)l )E) A V((EINj, )l,lU~(~:)t)~) = ~, since N~(~ )nNo(/~ ) = ~ and 
N~(~2) n Ne(~2) = O. [] 
Since bipartite graphs are DB-graphs, we obtain the following result from 
Example 5(3). 
Corollary 8. For a triangle-free connected graph G, G and its complement G are 
DB-graphs if and only if G is one of the following graphs: (1) Kn, m, (2) Kn, m -Ek, t, 
(3) Kn, m -- Ek, l -- E~,s. 
We show other families of DB-graphs whose complements are also DB-graphs in [2]. 
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